
SURFING AUSTRALIA
HIGH PERFORMANCE CENTRE



CONFERENCES, FUNCTIONS
& CORPORATE EVENTS
The Surfing Australia High Performance Centre (HPC) is a world leading training 
facility where people break down barriers, realise their full potential and be the best 
version of themselves.

We offer unique event spaces and high performance experiences for corporate functions, 
conferences, media launches, team building and much more. Our flexible and tailored 
packages include but are not limited to:

The HPC is a Recognised Olympic Training Centre with accommodation for 40 
people, 2 x large conference rooms and 4 x meeting rooms, professional 
in-house catering team and training facilities including Olympic trampolines, 
foam pit, state of the art gym and skate ramps.

 • Accommodation, catering and transport
 • Training rooms
 • Surf lessons and coaching
 • Local experiences
 • Keynote speakers
 • Digital content production



LOCATION
Located in Casuarina on the scenic Tweed Coast, the facility is easily 
accessible from both Gold Coast Airport (15 minutes’ drive) and 

Brisbane Airport (90 minutes’ drive). 

This idyllic location has a beautiful beach directly out the front 
(pictured) suitable for swimming, surfing, and training activities. The 
Gold Coast and Byron Bay are also just 30 minutes’ drive to the 

north and south. 



ACCOMMODATION

The lounge, kitchen and dining area is open to all guests and can accommodate up to 100 standing
or 70 seated - this area can be booked privately as an event space.

We can also arrange additional accommodation with nearby hotels located within 4km of the venue.

Eliminate the costs associated with travelling to and from the venue with our onsite accommodation,
located directly inside the centre.





LOCAL DINING
Casuarina and the surrounding area has some incredible dining experiences and we encourage groups to venture 
out at least once. Our partner restaurants below offer a variety of cuisines and cater for all budgets. 

Osteria is your friendly neighbour. Just a short walk from your accommodation, you’ll find a welcoming oasis offering great 

coffee, friendly service and a variety of options for food and drinks. A casual Italian inspired eatery, Osteria is perfect for casual 

coffee, lunch on the run and all styles of celebration.

OSTERIA

Bombay Cricketer’s Club is a modern Indian-fusion restaurant located just a short drive north of Casuarina in beachside Salt 

Village. This modern social hub, calls out for long lunches, social gatherings and impressive food and wine experiences. The 

innovative cocktails are also a must!

BOMBAY CRICKETER’S CLUB

Located 10 minutes north of Casuarina opposite the beachfront on Marine Parade, Taverna’s Mediterranean beach club 

experience is fast becoming a Kingscliff icon. Whether you’re looking for charming atmosphere and ocean views, long lunches, 

elegant dinners or incredible beachside cocktails, Taverna has you covered. 

TAVERNA



Unique training rooms honouring 
the history of Australian surfing

TRAINING
ROOMS



AIRPORT TRANSFERS HYUNDAI FLEETTRANSFERS & 
TRANSPORT

Save on the cost of rental vehicles with our fleet of 4 x 8 seat 
Hyundai iMax vans and 2 x 7 seat Hyundai Sante Fe SUV’s. 
Available on request with substantially cheaper rates than hire 
car companies.  

Our preferred provider Tweed Coast Transfers pick up and deliver between 
Brisbane, Gold Coast and Ballina airports plus resorts and hotels in the 
Tweed Valley, Tweed Coast and Gold Coast regions. Upon arrival at the 
airport, their driver will meet you inside the terminal or accommodation 
building, holding a sign. 

We can arrange all your transportation 
including airport transfers.  



2.5 HOURS

SURF COACHING 

Learn to surf in a fun, supportive environment with coaches who are friendly, patient and get genuinely stoked on sharing their 

love of surfing and the ocean. Our team will pick you up from the venue and can provide equipment for groups of all sizes.       

3.5 HOURS

LEARN TO SURF

Pick a surfboard from our demo quiver of 70 boards and head out to one of the local beaches to find the best waves on offer. 

Following the surfing session, you’ll come back to the centre for a detailed video analysis session including slow-mo breakdown 

of each surfers waves, digital drawings and split screen comparisons with pro surfers.

Surfing is what we do best so we encourage everyone who comes to the HPC to give it a go and share the stoke! 

We cater for all ability levels, from first time surfers right through to world tour athletes. 

HALF DAY COACHING SESSION

7 HOURS

After the first surf and video session, it’s time to put you through your paces in the HPC training environment where coaches 

will select the most relevant combination of gym, skate or tramp based exercises to maximise your surfing potential. Then it’s 

back out for another surf, followed by a second video analysis session to consolidate what has been covered through the day. 

FULL DAY COACHING SESSION



Make it memorable by incorporating a high performance coaching experience or see the scenic and natural attractions that the Tweed Coast has to offer. 

LOCAL EXPERIENCES



Our expert team speak with a wealth of experience on a range of topics and can customise their presentation based on your theme. 

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS 

With 30 years experience in high 
performance sport, Kim has extensive skills 
in strategic business planning and program 
management. With knowledge in 
organisational development, best practice 
of high performance coaching, leading in 
complexity and people management, Kim 
speaks to a range of topics including speaks to a range of topics including 
building teams, leadership and performance 
focused culture.   

KIM CRANE

Chris is the CEO of Surfing Australia and 
previously spent 19 years with Red Bull 
holding various positions in marketing, 
media and general management. While 
serving as Vice President of sports 
marketing North America, he led a team 
that managed 150 athletes, executed 200 
Red Bull events, led brand paRed Bull events, led brand partnerships and 
managed all of Red Bulls fun toys (planes, 
helicopters, event vehicles) each year.

CHRIS MATER
As a highly sought after international 
speaker, Mathews’ surfer chill vibe and 
magnetic charisma has graced the stages 
of leading companies worldwide. Obsessed 
with the relationship between personal 
growth, high performance and fulfilment, 
Matthews is on a mission: offer game 
changing ways to adapt to stress and changing ways to adapt to stress and 
increase wonder in the lives of others.

MARK MATTHEWS
Layne Beachley is the most successful 
surfer in history and possesses a rare 
story-telling ability that inspires, entertains 
and transfers knowledge, in a way that is 
relatable to everyone, irrespective of their 
stage of life. Layne’s openness and honesty 
about all the challenges she has faced and 
overcome makes her one of Australia’s overcome makes her one of Australia’s 
most sought after and impactful 
motivational speakers.

LAYNE BEACHLEY

A career spanning over 20 years, Nam has 
dedicated his life to learning & exchanging 
knowledge to assist others in reaching their 
mental & physical potential. Nams 
experience with World Champions, Olympic 
Gold Medallists, Elite Teams and Business 
Groups has seen him receive many 
accolades in the field of exercise science, accolades in the field of exercise science, 
psychology, emotional intelligence and 
applied kinesiology

Our expert team speak with a wealth of experience on a range of topics and can customise their presentation based on your theme. 

NAM BALDWIN
In the final event of the 2015 WSL World 
Tour season at Pipeline, Bede suffered a 
horrific injury that nearly took his life. In his 
story of Advantage Adversity, he talks 
about his long road to recovery but also 
the amazing opportunities that arose along 
the way, that lead him to where he is now 
in his life - coin his life - coaching the Australian Surfing 
Team in preperation for the 2020 Olympics 
in Tokyo. 

BEDE DURBIDGE



CLIENTS



We invite you to create a fully customised conference, event or meeting that will energise your team and help to 
achieve organisational goals. 

Surfing Australia’s purpose is to create a healthier and happier Australia through surfing. As a not for profit 
organisation, we invest all revenue back in to the development of the sport and our Australian athletes. 

“One of the best training rooms I’ve ever worked in. What added to the experience was how helpful all the staff 

were. We highly recommend the HPC if you need a training space.” 

DESIREE HURWOOD - PROGRESS RETAIL

“The HPC venue is awesome! Both of our training rooms worked perfectly and the team was great. Onsite catering was 

incredible and overall, planning was a breeze.”

MADDY DRACHLER - BRIGHTCOVE

“Our Sales Summit was extremely successfully with the HPC facility and it’s services contributing to this success. Coaching 

staff were fantastic at recognising the varied ability levels and accommodating accordingly, as were the administration staff in 

ensuring all requirements were delivered. The food was exceptional and rounded out our focus on personal improvement.”

MARK HUDSON - DRAGON ALLIANCE



CONTACT
CAMERON MILLS
HIGH PERFORMANCE CENTRE COMMERCIAL MANAGER
M: +61 416 943 578
T:  +61 2 6671 0000 
E: cameron@surfingaustralia.com 
A: 9 Barclay Drive, Casuarina NSW 2487  


